BOOKS ABOUT TURKEY

Non-Fiction

Andrew Finkel
*Turkey: What Everyone Needs to Know*
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_noss_1?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=andrew+finkel

Graham Fuller
New Turkish Republic: Turkey As a Pivotal State in the Muslim World
http://www.amazon.com/New-Turkish-Republic-Turkey-Pivotal/dp/1601270194/ref=pd_sim_b_7

Cihan Tugal
*Passive Revolution: Absorbing the Islamic Challenge to Capitalism*
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_0_5?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=cihan+tugal&sprefix=cihan%2Cstripbooks%2C273

Norman Stone
*Turkey: a Short History*
http://www.amazon.com/Turkey-Short-History-Norman-Stone/dp/0500251754/ref=sr_1_2?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363684297&sr=1-2&keywords=Turkey%3A+a+Short+History

Andrew Mango
*The Turks Today*
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_0_5?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=cihan+tugal&sprefix=cihan%2Cstripbooks%2C273#/ref=nb_sb_noss?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=andrew+mango+turkey&sprefix=andrew+mango%2Cstripbooks%2C314&rh=n%3A283155%2Ck%3Aa+Short+History

Hugh Pope
*Turkey Unveiled: A History of Modern Turkey*
*Sons of the Conquerors: The Rise of the Turkish World*
http://www.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_i_0_5?url=search-alias%3Dstripbooks&field-keywords=hugh+pope+turkey&sprefix=hugh+pope+turkey%2Cstripbooks%2C314&rh=n%3A283155%2Ck%3Ahugh+pope+turkey

Andrew Mango
Ataturk: The Biography of the founder of Modern Turkey
http://www.amazon.com/Ataturk-Biography-founder-Modern-Turkey/dp/158567334X/ref=pd_sim_b_6

Roger Crowley
1453: The Holy War for Constantinople and the Clash of Islam and the West
Serif Mardin
*Religion, Society, and Modernity in Turkey*

Kerem Oktem
*Angry Nation: Turkey Since 1989*
http://www.amazon.com/Angry-Nation-Turkey-History-Present/dp/1848132115/ref=sr_1_5?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363398416&sr=1-5&keywords=%C5%9Eevket+Pamuk#

John Freely
*Istanbul: The Imperial City*
http://www.amazon.com/Istanbul-Imperial-City-John-Freely/dp/0140244611/ref=pd_sim_b_9

Ates Orga
*Istanbul: Poetry of Place*
http://www.amazon.com/Istanbul-Poetry-Place-Ates-Orga/dp/0955010594/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363683946&sr=1-1&keywords=Istanbul%3A+Poetry+of+Place

Orhan Pamuk
*Istanbul: Memories and the City*
http://www.amazon.com/Istanbul-Memories-City-Orhan-Pamuk/dp/1400033888/ref=pd_bxgy_b_text_z

Ayla E. Algar
*Classical Turkish Cooking: Traditional Turkish Food for the American Kitchen*
http://www.amazon.com/Classical-Turkish-Cooking-Traditional-American/dp/0060931639/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363686622&sr=1-1&keywords=Classical+Turkish+Cooking+by+Ayla+Algar

**Fiction**

Jason Goodwin
*An Evil Eye*

Louis de Bernières
*Birds without Wings*
Orhan Pamuk  
_The Museum of Innocence_  
[http://www.amazon.com/Museum-Innocence-Vintage-International/dp/0307386244/ref=la_B000AQ8TE8_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1363684171&sr=1-3](http://www.amazon.com/Museum-Innocence-Vintage-International/dp/0307386244/ref=la_B000AQ8TE8_1_3?ie=UTF8&qid=1363684171&sr=1-3)

Yashar Kemal  
_Memed, My Hawk_  
[http://www.amazon.com/Memed-My-Hawk-Yashar-Kemal/dp/159017139X/ref=la_B000APH5KS_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1363686886&sr=1-1](http://www.amazon.com/Memed-My-Hawk-Yashar-Kemal/dp/159017139X/ref=la_B000APH5KS_1_1?ie=UTF8&qid=1363686886&sr=1-1)

Elif Shafak  
The Bastard of Istanbul  

Alan Drew  
_Gardens of Water_  

Maureen Freely  
_Enlightenment_  
[http://www.amazon.com/Enlightenment-Novel-Maureen-Freely/dp/B005M4TI7U/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363780915&sr=1-1&keywords=%27Enlightenment%27+by+Maureen+Freely](http://www.amazon.com/Enlightenment-Novel-Maureen-Freely/dp/B005M4TI7U/ref=sr_1_1?s=books&ie=UTF8&qid=1363780915&sr=1-1&keywords=%27Enlightenment%27+by+Maureen+Freely)